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1 - the meeting

~Coming~

Notes:

First Fan-fiction. Hope you like it!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

It was a lonely home a lonely house living in only one, one. Alone one only. A high school sophomore
(age 16) living alone, her parents died three years ago. Living alone was sort of difficult but her parents
taught her well. The girl was asleep on the couch just fallen asleep after her band practice. (You see she
was in a band her and her friends were all orphans. They raised money by playing songs at places. Just
a bunch of orphans raising money and supporting themselves she was the lead vocalist.)

 All of the sudden the sudden the television Turned on and Naruto was on. All of the sudden the Naruto
characters came out of the television; Naruto, Sakura, Sasuke, Rock lee, Ten-Ten, Neji, Asuna Cell,
Gaara, Temari, Kankuro, Kiba, Hinata, and Shinto. 

Kiba: Are you sure this is the place Hinata?

Hinata: Y-Y-Yes I'm sure

Naruto: Wow! Is that Gaara that slacker!? 

Gaara: Ahem. I am over here ~raising hand~



The entire gang except Gaara and Naruto: it looks exactly like him!

Naruto: But, But, with boobs and the hair is sort of longer

Sakura: ~slaps Naruto~ you 

Naruto: ouch!!! What was that for?

Sakura: you are such a pervert

Naruto: but it's true!

Gaara: you know we should get the girl before-

Kiba: Before what?

Lee: She's gone the girl's gone! Where'd she go?

The girl was hiding in a closet when she realized that there are weird people in her house

Gaara: shhhh…~walk to closet with everyone behind him opens the closet door. ~

Girl: Who the hell are you? What do you want? Why are-



Neji: ~covered her mouth~ okay first don't scream ~says all unemotionally and stuff~ come with me and
we'll talk ~grabs her hand~ come

Naruto: Aw… why does he always get all the fun especially with the HOT girls!

Sakura ~slap~ you are suck a pervert Naruto!!! 

Girl: ~ stops~ what did you say? Your Naruto?

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~



2 - Answers and rooms

Notes:

This is chapter 2 hope you people like it!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Girl: like the Naruto from the show? No wonder all of you looked so familiar! I know who all of you are
~points to each character as name is said~ Rock lee, Ten-Ten, Neji you can let my hand go now (even
though he didn't blush much he turned a little pink at this) Ino, Chouji, Shikamaru, Sakura, Sasuke,
Naruto, Temari, Kankouru, Gaara, Hinata, Kiba and Shinto.

Everyone: ~gasps~

Naruto: Wow the chick new my name! ~Does dance~ go me, go me ~pauses~ Believe it!

Girl: ~slap!!! ~ Oh this “chick” has a name you know-

Naruto: Is your name hot like you?

Hinata: ~Ignores remark~ my name is Hitaka Nojinka nice to meet all of you.

Naruto: wow your name is HOT like you!



Hinata: ~thinks~ I wish Naruto would notice me I need to tell him before he gets to much on Hitaka

Hitaka: Why are you guys here and how did you get here?

Gaara: you need to come with us.

Hitaka: Why? Cant you guys stay here I have room for you.

Naruto: I would love to stay! 

Hitaka: Actually I was talking to everyone else not you.

Kiba: ouch! Burn…

Sakura: See Naruto that's what you get.

Ten-Ten: I really would like to stay but all of us including you have to get back to Kohona Village

  ~walks to television~ damn it!

Neji: What is it Ten-Ten?

Ten-Ten: I can't get through!

Everyone: What!



Ten-Ten and Neji: Yes!

Naruto and Kiba: That means we can stay here?

Hitaka: I gu-

Gaara: Okay everyone… Hitaka would it be okay if we stayed for a bit?

Hitaka: Yeah sure that'd by great!

Naruto: Believe it!!!

Hitaka: okay I have extra rooms okay so follow my and I'll decide rooms ~walks up stairs first~ Okay
room #1 is Shikamaru, Temari, Hinata, Naruto, and Chouji. Room #2 is Kiba, Shinto, Ino, Ten-Ten, and
Rock Lee

Ino: Ew! I am NOT going to be in the same room as him!

Sakura: Ha, Ha! Ino you Porker!

Hitaka: Shut up ~Sakura and Ino are stunned~ room #3 Sakura, Sasuke, Neji, and Kankuro and in room
#4 is Gaara and I.

Naruto: Lucky pig…



Hitaka: Well sorry Naruto. Anyways do you guys have clothes to wear besides the ones you have on? It
would be weird walking around in those clothes.

Ino: ~being real snotty~ Why do we need to fit in? Whats wrong with the clothes we have on?… dog…

~Hitaka goes down stairs and opens the door and everyone looks out tons of people out side~

Ino: ~looks at clothes~ okay…



3 - ~Meeting~

Notes: 

Okay here we go!

Chapie 3!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Sakura: Ha, Ha Ino! 

Hikara: ~light bulb appears above her head~ okay you guys go to your rooms and well yeah ~calls her
friend Seth~ Yo Seth! Can you come over?

Seth: Sure can Cody come over?

Hitaka: Sure but its sort of an emergency can you bring May-ling too?

Seth: sure thing be there!

Hitaka: that's great okay! ~hangs up phone. Walks over to Gaara~ Um… Gaara your room is down stares
follow me ~shows gaara where room is~ 

~door bell rings~ ding dong! Ding-dong! Knock knock

Hitaka: Oh Perfect timing! ~opens door to see Seth, Cody and May-ling~ Hey youg uys did you bring



money May-ling?

May-ling: of coarse! You did say it was an emergency!

Hitaka: yeah I did huh. Well we are going on a shopping spree! For certain friends of mine.

~Hinata comes down stares~ 

Cody: hey aren't you Hinata from Naruto? Man. You are AWSOME with that one all seeing eye man
that's awesome!

Hinata: um. Y-yes that's me. You th-think I am that good?

Cody: Yeah! You're awesome!

May-ling: hey Cody stop flirting with the girl okay 

Cody: who are you my mom?

May-ling: no, but stop flirting

Hinata: um… sorry for causing trouble

Hitaka: oh no its okay Hinata ~walks over to Hinata and whispers~ well May-ling has a well um… likes
Cody so she's jealous



Cody: You're jealous

May-ling: I am NOT jealous Cody! ~blushing slightly~

Hitaka: ~coughs yes you are~

May-ling: Hitaka!!!

Hitaka: what its true!

~all of the other Naruto characters came out of their rooms to see what all of the commotion was~

Seth: okay calm down May-ling I can see steam coming out of your ears! ~ goes close to her face~ hey
you ARE blushing!!!



4 - I wonder May-ling

Notes: 

I am so happy!

Okay chapter 4 here we go!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

May-ling: whose side are you on?

Naruto: wow more HOT girls I bet you it was my charm that brought them (he was according to May-ling
and Seth as a girl cause well Seth has long hair so yeah.

Seth: Who you calling a girl?

Naruto: uh… you're a guy!?

Seth: yeah

Ino and Sakura: ~girlish sigh~ he's so dreamy

Seth: ~puts safe sign in front of him and has a look on his face `get away from me your hot but I don't
like you~

Hitaka: okay here we go Cody is flirting with Hinata, May-ling is pissed, Seth is being chased by Ino and



Sakura… now what will happen next…?

Rock lee: hey you girl ~walks over to May-ling~ want to go out with me I will protect you with my life!
~does that famous rock lee wink and smile~

May-ling: ~is grossed out~ uh… no thanks I'm fine 

Ten-ten and Neji walk over to Rock lee. Ten-ten: okay lover boy lets go

Rock Lee: but she's so pretty…

May-ling: okay…

Hitaka: okay may-ling ~waves hand in front of face she ignores it~ whatcha looking at?

May-ling was staring at probably one of the most hottest guys SHE ever met she was staring at…

May-ling: `snaps out of faze ~ okay what was that you wanted Hitaka?

Hitaka: oh yeah we need to go on a shopping spree me and you will take Hinata, Sakura, Ino and
Ten-ten and maybe something for ourselves Cody and Seth will take ALL of the boys and get clothes.
Got it?

May-ling: okay got it!

Hitaka: May-ling one question who were you staring at…?



May-ling: ~doesn't answer~

Hitaka's thoughts: man may-ling I wonder who she was staring at…



5 - the "dream guy"
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<font color="Green">May-ling: yeah… well he's over there!</font>
</p></div>

<p><div name="Normal" align="left" style=" padding: 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm; ">
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<font color="Green"></font>
</p></div>

<p><div name="Normal" align="left" style=" padding: 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm; ">

<p style="text-indent: 0.00mm; text-align: left; line-height: 4.166667mm; color: Black; background-color:
White; ">
<font color="Green">~She points to a boy in a boy in a gray sweatshirt with fur around the hood and has
eyes like a dog~</font>
</p></div>

<p><div name="Normal" align="left" style=" padding: 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm; ">
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<font color="Green"></font>
</p></div>
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<font color="Green">Hitaka: oh! HIM that's Kiba</font>
</p></div>
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6 - Watch out for trees and

So sorry I haven�t updated in such a long time! Just having problems and not enough time to add
chapters. -.-Well here is chapter 6! Hope you like!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Hitaka: Oh him! That�s Kiba!

May-ling: Kiba& -sigh- he�s so dreamy.

Hitaka: Yea he�s pretty hot isn�t he?

May-ling: Should I talk to him?

Hitaka: Well you better make up your mind �cause here he comes!

May-ling: What should I say? Is my hair okay? How�s my make up?! �May-ling is going crazy over her
looks-
Hitaka: May-ling, May-ling! One calm down! Two if he says Hi just respond with �hey� or something like
that. Three, you aren�t wearing make up! Only eye shadow, which looks fine! Jeez!

May-ling: Okay! �she�s all of a sudden cheery again to Hitaka�s pleasure- Here he comes! �she says all
happy and giggly-

Hitaka: Oh hey Kiba! Where�s Akamaru?

Hearing his name Akamaru pops up from Kiba�s jacket. Kiba pats his head in saying �hello� and
Akamaru barked in response

Hitaka: Oh Hey Akamaru �Walks up to Kiba and pats Akamaru�s head and he barks happily- Kiba this is
my friend May-ling, May-ling this is Kiba! Well I�m going to try and get Ino and Sakura off of Seth. This is
going to be so troublesome& I�ll just leave you two alone!

May-ling: Hitaka?! �sigh- Oh& Well so your name�s Kiba right, nice name&

Kiba: May-ling? Hm& that�s a nice name to. Wanna play with Akamaru?&

With Hitaka:
Hitaka walks up to Seth and try�s to pry Ino and Sakura off of Seth�s lifeless body. No matter how hard
she try�s, no avail.

Seth: Help!! Help!! Two unknown girly objects are crushing me!! Help! I�m dying, I�m dying!!!



Hitaka: Don�t worry Seth I�ll help you!!!
Cody: Seth!!! What�s wrong?! �runs over to Seth- Oh my god... �stares in astonishment- why don�t we
just pull the girls off of him that�ll work!

Hitaka: I already tried that& and it didn�t work

Even though Hitaka warned Cody he still tried, and like her it made no difference. He tried tackling them
making the girls get off but when he did they moved and he tripped over a stick and went flying into a
tree.

Hitaka: I told you so. Ouch Cody you hurt?

Cody turns around and walks over to Hitaka. Cody�s face has some scratches and some are bleeding.
Cody: Do I look like I�m okay?!

Hitaka: No you don�t. Come on, Hinata should have some salve to help heal your scratches.

Cody: Oh Hinata! Lets go!

Walks around the yard looking for Hinata and asking people if they�ve seen her but no one has. Then
they saw Kiba and May-ling playing with Akamaru and Kiba messing with May-ling�s hair.
Cody: Hey Kiba! Have you seen Hinata?

Kiba: Nope I haven�t �says between laughs-

Cody: I think they�re getting too close& Hitaka are you sure it was okay to leave them alone?

Hitaka: Yeah I�m sure they go perfect together! Well let�s check inside of the house.

So Cody and Hitaka walk into the house.

Kitchen search:
�Hinata where are you?� Cody said while looking inside of a cabinet filled with dishes �Uh Cody I don�t
think Hinata would fit inside of a cabinet� she said while closing the cabinet in front of Cody. �Are you
sure?� Cody asked unbelievingly �Yes Cody I�m sure. She would fit under the sink not the cabinet!�
Hitaka said walking over to the sink �Of coarse! I was so stupid to say she would fit in the cabinet!� he
said while fallowing Hitaka to the sink. Hitaka and Cody both looked under the sink to only find cleaning
appliances. �Okay so maybe I was wrong&� said Hitaka

Bathroom search:
�Hinata are you in here?� Again Cody and Hitaka had a pointless search in the bathroom. The only point
in it was to find Hinata but Hinata wasn�t in the bathroom sh& don�t tell Cody and Hitaka! �I think Hinata�s
in the drain.� Cody said dumbly �She�s not in the drain she�s in the toilet!� Hitaka said confidently �She�s
in the drain� �No She�s in the toilet!!� �She�s not in the bathroom, drain or toilet!� Naruto said bluntly. �How
do you know Naruto? And where did you come from?� Hitaka interrogated �Well I was going to go to the
bathroom. And overheard your conversation when I walked over here. She�s not in the drain or toilet,
she�s in the medicine cabinet!� Naruto answered dumbly. �She�s in the toilet!� Hitaka said confidently �No



She�s in the Drain!� Cody protested �She�s not in the toilet or drain she�s in the medicine cabinet!� Naruto
yelled. They continued arguing for about 4 minutes, then they checked their spots where they believed
Hinata was and when she wasn�t in either places the stopped the argument, and went into the living
room, and Naruto was able to go to the bathroom& Finally&.

Living room search& Will their search end here or will they wonder around hopelessly looking for
Hinata? Find out in the next paragraph �Living Room Search�!
When Hitaka and Cody went into the living room there on the couch was Hinata and Shino talking.
Cody: Finally we�ve found you Hinata!

Hinata: Yes C-Cody what did you w-want?

Hitaka: Do you have any salve for Cody�s scratches?

Hinata: Oh Yes I-I do.-she says a bit confidently- W-what happened t-to Cody?/

Cody: Oh I just tripped over a stick trying to help Seth get Ino and Sakura off of him. Tripped over a stick
and flew into a tree.

Hitaka: Now Cody what did I say about those stick you shouldn�t go messing with those sticks! You
remember what happened last time! That�s how you got that birthmark. Also watch for the trees, it
could�ve been the sticks father& or would it be mother&. How do you tell a girl tree from a boy tree?

Cody: It�s simple boy trees have less leaves and nuts, when girl trees have longer branches and more
leaves.

Shino: -sigh- you both are idiots

Cody and Hitaka in unison: We aren�t idiots we�re stupid idiots!!!

Shino and Hinata: -sigh-

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Well there�s chapter six!!! Hope you liked it!

Hitaka: Really I�m not an idiot!!!
Shino: sure&
Hinata: Um& I�m going to have to agree with Shino
Hitaka: aw. Man&. I really am smart! Trust me!
Me: Yes Hitaka, yes you are.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------



7 - When are we going shopping?

Here�s chapter 7 peoples I hope you like it! Comments are always welcome!!!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

So Cody gets some salve for his scratches and he thanks Hinata with a warm hug.

Cody: Thanks so much Hinata!!!

Hinata: Y-your Welcome. ~Says all blushing slightly~

~Cody steps forward and hugs Hinata~

Hinata: ~blushes~ furiously and whispers~ Cody&

Hitaka: Oh Cody and Hinata! You�re so cute! ~Hinata and Cody turn 9 shades crimson~ cute your
blushing~ Well see you all ~walks to room and Shino, Hinata, and Cody leave~

In Hitaka�s room:

Hitaka is sitting on hr red and brown bedspread with her elbows on her knees and head in hands,
thinking. Thoughts: I�m thinking they�ll be staying here for a while& Maybe we could get them into school
with us& that would be truly strange but it would keep them preoccupied while I�m at school, with them.
They wouldn�t be able to destroy my house if they�re at school so& I could give it a shot, maybe they
could use a special jutsu, and mess around with the teacher�s memories, maybe even forget about
failing me in English& Well first we need to go shopping

 Hitaka gets out of her room and get�s a trampled Seth, a flirtatious Cody and a blushy and flirty
May-Ling.

Seth: THANK GOD I�M OUT OF THERE!!!!!

May-ling: &~whispers~ I want my Kiba&



Cody: &~whispers~ & where�s my Ms. Blush fest? & (is referring to Hinata)

Hitaka: Okay well we need to take these people shopping for clothes cause they definitely can�t go
walking around like the way they are.

May-ling: OH YEAH SHOPPING!!! ~Throws arms into the air cheering~

Seth and Cody: Ah, man shopping&. ~slouch into their seats deeper~

Hitaka: Okay we�re going to split up into four groups ~says with hands on hips~ May-ling you�re getting
the girls, Seth and Cody you�re getting the guys and I�m going to take some of the guys and girls with
me. Got it?

May-ling, Seth, and Cody: Got it!

Hitaka: Good okay ~runs up stairs and yells~ COME INTO THE LIVING ROOM! ~Runs out side and
yells~ COME INTO THE LIVING ROOM! ~Runs back into house and goes down stairs and
yells~ COME INTO THE LIVING ROOM! ~Then out of breath comes into the living room yet no one
came. Cricket, cricket~ Damn it& ~Seth, May-ling and Cody plug their ears~ EVERYONE COME INTO
THE LIVING ROOM!!! ~Then everyone comes into the living room~ Okay thank you everyone. Take a
seat. Now that we are all here I have an announcement.

May-Ling: ~stands up~ At long last we get to go shopping!!!

Hitaka: May-ling is correct we get to go shopping. We are going to split into four groups okay?
~Everyone nods head and Hitaka holds up a piece of paper~ Okay now With Cody: Shikamaru, Choji,
Rock lee and Shino. ~Cody flails his arms around~ Okay&. Going on. With Seth Sasuke, Naruto, and
Kiba! ~Seth just sits there all casually, Sakura and Ino give a girlish sigh then give each other death
glares. Sasuke glares at Naruto and Naruto glares at Sasuke and Kiba just gazes at May-ling& Or
should I just say is daydreaming and taking no heed of Hitaka�s~ Now with May-ling is, Ten-Ten,



Sakura, and Ino ~May-ling gestures the girls over to her and does a little dance freaking everyone
out~ and now with me! Hinata, Temari, Gaara, Kankuro, and Neji! Yahoo! Okay come on peoples lets
gather into groups and stuff so we can go!

 Shikamaru, Choji, Rock lee and Shino walked over to Cody, Sasuke, Kiba and Naruto walk over to
Seth, Ten-Ten, Sakura, and Ino walk over to May-ling and the rest walk over to Hitaka. Hitaka walks
over to Seth and Cody � Hey you think we can ask �Her� if we can go to the store while it�s closed, since
it is 8:00 and the store�s closed? We can�t have anyone seeing them. Or something chaotic will happen.�
Hitaka asked �Yeah, I think we can ask, it�s been awhile since we�ve seen her anyways� Seth replied
�Got it well we better get going, We�ll take the van to get to the mall Tell Cody and May-ling I�ll get
ready.� Hitaka walked away and into the garage. Seth informed Cody and May-ling.



8 - To the mall!

Sorry, but I had to change the format! It�s easier for me to write this way anyways �sigh- I know I�m
complicated&. Well hope you like chapter 8; maybe they actually might go shopping! �Clap, clap- &&.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Everyone got into a large sea green van, with Hitaka driving, and they drove to a store. �May-ling, are
there any sales going on, like today that we aren�t missing?� Hitaka asked while giving her a catalog.
�Yes, there are, and we�ll be right on time, if you sped up!� May-ling said teasingly �What? Is there
something wrong with my driving, cause if there is HOLLER!!! Or you can drive& wait you can�t drive!
You don�t have your driver�s license!� Hitaka argued �I just said drive faster, and it�s not my fault the
driving teacher is freakin� demented! I just want to keep seeing me so every time I go he fails me! &�
May-ling stated � Oh he�s not that bad, even though he thinks I�m a freak, because of my red hair. Other
wise he�s not THAT bad!� � Oh he�s bad alright!� May-Ling and Hitaka never got to finish their
conversation because they arrived at the mall. May-ling had a conversation with Hitaka, regarding what
they had to do, she repeated them and gave each of them a checklist. �Oh isn�t it my favorite little
orphans!� A young woman said, she had brown eyes, dread locks, and a Jamaican accent. �Oh hey
Baba!� Seth said to the lady and gave her a hug �Oh Seth, haven�t heard from you in a while! How is
every thing goin�� �Great!� Seth replied �Well who are you friends over there?� �Oh& They are some
friends of ours and I was wondering if we could shop at your store.� Seth said, hoping he would get a
good reply �Of course! You can, only one condition, May-ling, try not to freak out again, you remember
what happened last time� Baba said, teasingly �Which last time was it?� She paused and Baba and the
others laughed �Okay Baba. We�ll be good!� So everyone went into the mall, everyone split into his or
her groups. May-ling was going absolutely crazy on her people absolutely happy with the clothes, and
the prices. Hitaka was over joyed to see that they had a certain top that she wanted to get Hinata. Seth
wasn�t the best shopper, but when he showed everything to Hitaka she jumped up for joy, seeing that
Seth actually did some shopping. Correctly. Cody, now Cody had fun with his shopping, he sounded gay
though, and so all the guys got pretty freaked out. They were all done in about 3 hours; it was May-ling
who takes a while. When they were done they drove back home and they all got to work. �May-ling you
do your group and Seth you do yours, Cody does his, and I�ll do mine.� Hitaka stated.



9 - Hitaka's Group

Everyone went into their own groups, and the Leaders were ready to do their work.

�Okay, Neji, you�re first!� Hitaka giggled �Oh, great� He responded, not very happily. When Neji came out
it didn�t look like Neji, his hair was shoulder length and parted like a surfer cut, very fitting. He was
wearing a silver short-sleeved shirt with a black stripe in the middle and had black cargo pants with white
and black Airwalks. �Neji-kun, you look nice.� Hinata said with surprise. �Yes he does look nice doesn�t
he�? Hitaka agreed. Everyone marveled at Neji�s nejiness.

�Okay, next is Temari! This�ll be fun!� Hitaka said happily �Oh this�ll be nice.� Temari said sarcastically.
When she came out, everyone�s jaws dropped, dropped to the floor. �What are all you guys staring at?�
Temari said with that death glare and smooth voice of hers. Temari had her hair down and was wearing
a red halter-top and dark faded jeans that swept the floor, with black converse. She had on light red eye
shadow, with black eye liner, and red lipstick with blush. Full fled makeup. �Don�t tell me that�s my, my,
my, SISTER!� Gaara said in absolute shocked. �Gaara, I�m afraid so� Kankuro said in equal shock. Neji
gazed at Temari in shock and amazement �Stop looking at me Neji� Temari retorted. Everyone looked at
Neji and he just looked away.

�Okay then! Now is my favorite! Gaara! Come here Gaara, come here!� Hitaka said all babyish, �Don�t
treat me like a dog, please, don�t� Gaara said annoyed. She spent so far the longest with Gaara.
May-ling came over to visit and saw Neji and Temari and jumped for joy �Oh you guys look great!� �Oh
thanks� Neji and Temari said somewhat weirded out by May-ling. All of a sudden May-ling shrieks
happily �OH!!!!!� Gaara walked in wearing a black long sleeved shirt and black cargo pants, his hair
messy like usually, and still had the black around his eyes but Hitaka had to pencil on eyebrows. He
actually had another option just having his hair longer and in his hair in his face. �Is that my brother?!�
Temari said in almost more shock than Gaara and Kankuro over her. �he actually looks normal for once,
and pretty cute� She whispered to herself

�Okay it�s Hinata it�s you!� Hitaka exclaimed like she was an announcer on this lame tv show �Okay�
Hinata whispered. Hinata came out about 15 minutes. Hinata was wearing a lavender and white lined
little beanie, with a short sleeved white and lavender zip up jacket with a white mini skirt. She was
wearing white glittery eyeliner and her nails were painted with white glittery nail polish. �You look good
Hinata!� Temari said with a smile on her face �I hope Naruto likes it!�

�Kankuro-kun! Your turn!!!� Kankuro had a weird look on his face and just walked into the room with
Hitaka. You heard a great squeal from Hitaka�s room about 10 minutes after Kankuro went in, May-ling
came rushing in to see what the matter was, and all it was, that Kankuro was looking FINE. Well in
May-ling and Hitaka�s minds. May-ling then rushed back to her �station� and continued with her work.
When Kankuro came out all of them were astonished because, for one he didn�t have any of his Kabuki
makeup on. He was wearing a black t-shirt and olive green cargo pants with brown skater shoes.
Everyone was surprised with Kankuro�s appearance, mainly because, he didn�t have his puppets and he
Kabuki makeup.
That�s the end of Hitaka�s group



10 - Description!!! Buahahaha!

Notes: Yes, for the next chapters is going to be of the group and their turn out, so just deal with me. I
might be lying so watch out! I�m not sure just how I�m going to do this I might just do everything on this
chapter, read and see. Oh yes just to say this when they�re older like 16/17/18 I know this is sudden,
and abrupt, and a, �I should have said this earlier but didn�t� sorry. I know I should�ve but yeah& I didn�t.
�Hides behind a chair- don�t hurt me!!!!!!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~**~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Now for the Boys� groups! Yay! Let�s all jump for joy! Not really. Okay I�ll stop ranting.

Cody�s group

Cody walk around the room and looked at each of the boys intensely �Okay, it�s your job to be attractive
guys for the girls, because I bet they�ll be tempting, Shino, I�m not sure, Rock Lee, Sakura, Shikamaru
gets to look forward to two girlies, Temari and Ino, Choji, good question. So lets do our best.� �Okay� all
of the confused, disturbed and annoyed boys said.

�First off is Rock lee, oh this�ll be fun.� Cody said, surprisingly non-fazed �Yay, let the power of the youth
remain!� Rock lee said extremely loud they could here them from down stares, except for Hitaka�s room,
they heard nothing. �Voila!!! He�s finished� Cody announced. Rock lee came out and well lets put it this
way; he was actually hot! His hair no longer the way it was, but combed nicely, his eyebrows not a bushy
and caterpillarish. He was wearing a green and black muscle shirt, and ripped at the knee jeans.
Everyone was surprised.

�Next is Choji� �As long as I get my chips I�m fine� Choji came out after about five minutes, he was
wearing a white long sleeved shirt with a green, blue and red plaid button up short sleeved shirt. Also
kaki pants with white converse, his hair was brushed the way it was.

�Okay Come on Shikamaru� Shikamaru just sighed �How troublesome� Shikamaru didn�t take that long
he was wearing a gray shirt with a red Nara symbol on it with a gray and black jacket, and with gray and
black pants that can turn into shorts also wearing black and gray shoes (Cody likes black and gray, deal
with it). �Now that wasn�t so hard was it Shikamaru?� Cody teased �Yeah, yeah&� Shikamaru just
grumbled and sat on one of the beds

�Okay-dokie Shino you�re the last one� Right after he said that he heard a scream coming from Hitaka�s
direction, heard opening and then May-ling slamming her door, running down the stairs, another scream
from her, then a string of screams coming from both of them �Okay& come on Shino� Shino just followed
silently. When he came out he was wearing a red long sleeved shirt with a black short-sleeved shirt on
top with black cargo pants rolled up at the bottom to above his ankles with black and kaki Airwalks.
�Okay we�re all done� And then ANOTHER scream from Hitaka�s area another bounding from May-ling,
then the thing just repeated from last time. �Girls, they�re so troublesome� Cody sighed, �You�re telling
me,� Shikamaru said lazily.



Now for Seth�s groups

�Okay Sasuke you�re up! Oh my god I just sounded like May-ling, I�m not gay I swear!� Sasuke stares at
him �Are you sure?� �Yes I am sure!� Okay Sasuke, now Sasuke came out wearing an elbow long cuffed
sleeved navy blue button up collared shirt, with white pants and white Airwalks.

�Naruto you�re next!� �Yes! Watch I�m gonna be the best!!!� Naruto did his usual brag. Naruto was
wearing a gray long sleeved shirt with a light green jacket and white buttons. Dark blue pants with white
strips coming down from the pockets also he was wearing white and blue Nike shoes. �No way, Kiba
you�re not gonna look as cool as me!� Naruto retorted, �Why would I want to compete with you?� Kiba
smirked

�I know I�m last,� Kiba said while walking with Seth. Kiba being the dog boy he was wore a green shirt
with a dog with an eye patch, and it said, �Fear the Dog�. With brown corduroy pants and white
converse. �You look really nice Kiba!� May-ling poked her head in and said to Kiba. �We�re all done
May-ling, and Cody is done too.� �Okie-Dokie! So am I�
Now for the last and final group May-ling�s.

�Okay, we�re gonna have fun with this, I bet you will love this, since all of, or maybe most of you like
fashion am I wrong or and I right?� �I�m gonna look the best for Seth!� Ino exclaimed, not surprisingly
loud. �Oh shut it piggy! I�m gonna be the best!� Sakura argued. �Will you guys! Shut it!� Ten-ten and
May-ling said together. Then complete silence. �Okay we will continue�

�Okay Sakura you�re first, joyous� �Ha! Watch out Ino, I�m gonna look the best!� Sakura, well sounding
like Naruto, bragged. �Oh yeah, right� Ino mumbled. Sakura came out wearing cherry blossom pink
halter-top and a red, pink and gray plaid mini skirt. With black and pink shoes, mainly pink. For make-up
she was wearing light pink eye shadow, pink lip-gloss and of course, pink blush. �You�re not gonna look
as good as me!� �Oh will you just shut up Sakura!� May-ling said, agitated. �Jeez& You�re annoying&�

�Okay Ino, you�re next!� �Ha! I�m gonna show you Sakura!� Ino thought. Ino came out wearing, a light
purple tank top, dark purple mini skirt black and purple stockings and black converse. She had on light
purple eye shadow, and light pink lip-gloss �I am surely proud of this! Are you happy Ino?� May-ling
chimed �Of course! So ten-ten, who looks better? Sakura,� Ino stuck her tongue at Sakura, �Or me?� Ino
said while raising her arms up and smiling �extra� sweet to Ten-Ten �Hmmm&.� Ten-ten thought, �I�m not
sure it�s a tie both of you look nice!�

�Well, If you think that they�re so nice, you�re gonna love what I do to you, Ten-ten!� �Okay& May-ling�
Ten-ten said freaked out. Ten-ten came out with a dark green long sleeved shirt with a pale pink design
in the middle, over it was a light gray jacket that went down to her knees, it kind of looked like a trench
coat, but not really. With that she wore black skintight capris, and white converse. Her hair was up in
buns, with gray silk coverings, and some more of her hair hanging down, not just her bangs. Her make
up was consisting in light green eye shadow, light cherry blossom pink lip-gloss also her nails were
painted grass green with pale pink flowers. Sakura and Ino collapsed is absolute shock. �What�s their
problem?� Ten-ten asked, not knowing how cool she looked. May-ling was done and went to check up
on the boys. She peeked in Cody�s room, and say Kiba standing there and said hi, and then left.

FINA-FREAKIN-LY!!!! I AM DONE!!! DONE! DONE! DONE! Okay, I�m done, finally with this description,



I�m happy, it�s taken me like the last week or two to finish, it�s not easy you know! So just learn to deal
with this! Okay I�m done ranting, you�re probably thinking jeez! Took her long enough! Lol Okay now I�m
FINALLY done ranting, I know I can talk a lot if you let me! Lol. Hope you liked my descrition!



11 - Names, Ramen, and Nosebleeds

Okay now that I am done with all of the freaking descriptions I can get on with the story!!! But seriously
don�t hurt me with the description!!! I tried I really did!!! Well I hope you like this chapter (it actually has
something t go on with the story!)
-----------()------------()------------()------------()-----------()------------()------------()------------
Everyone went down into the living rooms, and when everyone saw each other, there was a lot of
�Wow�s. The most astonishing people were, Gaara, Kankuro, Temari, Neji, Rock lee; Shino (but that was
mainly because he wasn�t covering his face) Ten-ten, Naruto, actually looked attractive, and Shikamaru.
Ino and Sakura swooned over Sasuke, especially Ino. Hinata blushed when she saw Naruto, and
Naruto; well he just was paying attention to Sakura. �Okay, you guys are all going to be enrolled into St.
Jimmy High School, which is our school,� she pointed to herself and also May-ling, Seth and Cody, � So
here are all of your names,� she takes out a piece of paper to read off of, she needs it or she�ll forget.
�Okay, here we go!� she hands the piece of paper to Shino, �Justin?� Shino asked �Yes, those are your
names, deal with it�. Next to Kiba, �Jesse?� Hinata �Tiffany?� Shikamaru �Garrett?� Choji �Chad?� Ino
�Melissa?� Gaara �Dominic?� Hitaka smirked at Gaara�s reaction; hey, give the girl some credit. You
have to admit Dominic is a hot name? Right? Well I at least think so. Temari �Sarah?� Kankuro
�Connor?� Naruto �David?� Sakura �Samantha?� Sasuke �What kind of name is Jason? Okay, weird
name&� Neji �Danny?� Rock-lee �Scott?� Ten-ten �Alex?�

�Yes, now those will be you�re names for my school. You are already registered, so you will receive your
schedules tomorrow, don�t worry we�ll show you around and you�ll get along just fine!� May-ling
explained for the group. Then a splendid scent filled the room at first only Kiba could notice it, since he
has the best sense of smell, then everyone else started to notice it. They all followed the scent, and it led
them into the kitchen. There in to kitchen there was Hitaka standing in front of a big pot with smaller
ones boiling on the stove. �What is it?� Shikamaru asked, �It�s the best food in the world!!! RAMEN!!!�
Naruto exclaimed at the top of his voice, and ran over next to Hitaka. �Yes you�re right it�s ramen! Miso
Ramen it�s almost done, I hope everyone likes it; it�s been awhile. After that Cody came into the kitchen
running, �Ramen, Hitaka�s ramen? Where? Where?� Cody exclaimed full of excitement. Seth slowly
emerged out of the shadows; no one even knew he was there, except for Hitaka since she was talking
with him earlier �It�s been a while since you�ve cooked it hasn�t it?� Seth whispered, trying to not make it
completely obvious that he was there, (mainly because of Ino and Sakura) �Yes it has been a while
hasn�t it, well dinner will be ready in about 30 minutes.� Hitaka said loudly so everyone heard �Be
prepared for the best ramen you�re ever had!� Cody said, bragging about Hitaka�s cooking. The entire
Naruto gang was shocked, not just of what Cody said, but at the volume, �Jeez... He�s louder then
Naruto� Inner Sakura said �Oh Can�t wait!� Sakura said. All of the girls went into Sakura�s room,
discussing girl stuff. Some of the boys went into Hitaka�s backyard to talk. May-ling walked outside,
wearing her light blue Ugg boots, under the night breeze she shivered and her mini shirt lifted a bit,
because of the wind, but she held it down with her hands. Akamaru ran over to May-ling, she bent down
and scratched the dog �You know, he use to fit on my head� Kiba said while walking up to her and
Akamaru he was wearing his gray jacket that was bought for him. May-ling watched as his eyes glittered
in the slight moonlight that was out. �Oh, hi Kiba. Akamaru just ran over to me,� she paused just admiring
him �he really use to fit on your head?� she finally said, snapping out of her �trance�. Kiba, May-ling and
Akamaru talked, yes even Akamaru. Their conversation was interrupted because Hitaka came out with a



flour covered apron banging a pot �Okay everyone dinner�s ready we�re gonna eat outside tonight, it�s
nice out. Hey May-ling can you help with getting the tables out? Seth can you help May-ling?� Hitaka
chimed in. May-ling got up from where she was talking with Kiba and walked over with Seth to get out
the tables, while Cody got out bowls, and chopsticks. Everyone sat down waiting for their dinner, �Hey,
why did Hitaka say she hasn�t made the ramen in a while, and why did she sound so sad when she said
it?� Naruto inquired. Seth was the one to answer that, �Well before Hitaka�s mother and father died, her
mother left a couple of things behind, like this house, and a hell a lot of money. She also left a secret
family recipe for different kinds of ramen, since Hitaka�s mom use to make it when she was real little.
She doesn�t remember very much since her mind blacked it out, but she does know how to make the
ramen and very well might I add.� Seth said in a bit of a depression, everyone listened intently �Seth can
you help me with serving?� Hitaka said with a couple bowls of ramen on a large platter �Sure� Seth
agreed as getting up from his chair. So the ramen bowls were served and with a clicking of chopsticks
there was a group �Itadakimasu!� Everyone ate eagerly, since they hadn�t eaten all day and also it smelt
like something heavenly it was hard to describe. Everyone was done with it quickly, and all put the
dishes into the sink and counters in the kitchen. Everyone thanked Hitaka, and went up to their rooms
for a good night�s sleep. Hitaka and May-ling stayed up a little longer cleaning dish, and then talked a
bit. Late at night around 11:00 Seth, Cody, and May-ling went home. �Night Hitaka!� they all whispered
and went off to their homes.

�Wow, was that a long day� Hitaka said relieved as she jumped onto her bed �See you�ve finally came
Hitaka� Gaara whispered lurking in the shadows. Hitaka jumped up in surprise, forgetting she was
sharing a room with him. �Oh Gaara, I forgot you were sharing a room with me!� she said out of breath,
out of surprise. Gaara chuckled at Hitaka and just laid down on her futon, �Have a good night,
Hitaka-san� Gaara whispered quietly as he stared out of her window, having a good look at the full
moon. Hitaka, without thinking began to undress getting into her pajamas, Gaara, wondering what she
was doing looked over to see a half naked Hitaka, she had just taken off her bra to reveal her chest
Gaara yelped in surprise, and because of Gaara�s yelp out of the surprise made Hitaka yelp in surprise,
and embarrassment she covered her self with her hands �GAARA!!� she exclaimed �What? It�s not my
fault!� he said while covering his eyes and turning around, �You could've said something Hitaka!� �Well
sorry I thought you were asleep!� Hitaka said sassing She quickly put on a red speggetti strapped shirt
and black shorts �There I�m done.� She said to Gaara who turned around and saw what she was wearing
and started to get a small nose bleed, with the moonlight hitting her slim curvy body he got one, he was
being such a pervert. �What are you looking at Gaara?� she questioned him suspitiously while walking
over to him �Nothing� he said quickly while quickly whipping away the blood. Hitaka bend down right in
front of Gaara with hand on her knees. Gaara, just by looking forward could see right into her shirt& right
at her breasts, and just as quickly as the other nosebleed went, it came back and Gaara blushed slightly.
Hitaka quickly noticed it and stood up straight, �Gaara, Gaara, Gaara� she sighted while walking over to
her bed. Gaara laid down on the futon, and Hitaka lay on her bed underneath the covers �Night Gaara�
she yawned, �Yeah, night� he responded, half there and half not.

Everyone went to sleep with one thing on their minds&. School. It was only one night away.

Okay I�m going to take a break on ~Coming~ and work on my other stories, I hope you don�t mind. Well
hope you liked this chapter!!!

Gaara: man freakin� nose bleed won�t stop!
Hitaka: stop being a pervert Gaara



Gaara: hey whose breast were right in front of me?! It wasn�t MY fault
Hitaka: You�re still a pervert
Gaara; Hitaka, Hitaka, Hitaka �sigh-
Me: -sigh- Both of you stop.



12 - First Day of School

Alright man Has it been a long while since I've written a chapter or what? Okay well FINALLY the frist
day of school ^0^ WHOOP! Okay here we go! Also I'm thinking bout going into the style I use to do
earlier in the story, the main reason I stopped because I got too lazy so it might switch on and off, please
bare with me.
-----------------
Gaara: I am a red pencil box
Hitaka: What the frack?!
Gaara: I am a red pencil box
Hitaka: What the hell do you mean, a red pencil box? WTF?!
Gaara: box, box, box, box, box, box....
---
Hitaka shoots traight out of her bed to hear the sharp irritating noise of her alarm clock. "DAmn... Man
was that a weird dream or what... And an even greater thing I have school today..." Then it hit her, "OH
MY GOD I HAVE SCHOOL TODAY!!!" Sher an into the kitchen grabbed a pot and a wooden spoon and
ran through all of the rooms "TIME TO WAKE UP TIME TOW AKE UP!" She quickly ran into the kitchen
and put the waking implements back and then ran back up stairs and told everyone to wake up, again,
and get dressd in the clothes that they had put on yesterday. She herself changed into a black
short-sleeved shrit witha gray tank top over it taht had a blue and red broken heard in the centre witha
red rose at the bottom and part of a cresant moon hear the bottom sides. She also slipped on some
black and red plaid capris with black air walks. She decided to change before  deciding to wake up
Gaara. She slipped on her fingerless gloves and then shook Gaara awak, "Huh what, I didn't do it... Oh
sorry Hitaka, uh... G'Morning" she nodded in some sor of response "Get dressed please, we have
school, when you're done please come up into the kitchen." She yawned and then headed up the
kitchen herself. Everyone was there and she got out small rice bowls and served up rice for breakfast
with hot tea. They quickly finished and they all got the new book bags taht they had reciebed froms
choo. They were blackand white, for sophomores, each grade had different book bag colors and they
got to choose what style of backpacks they wanted. Some of the girls got one shoulder strap messenger
bags and some got one straps that hung on their back but the strap instead went across their cehst. The
boys all got regular two strapped backpacks just to keep it simple. Then justa s Hitaka was about to go
down stairs get her bag the door bell rang and May-ling and cody stood at the door ready for school.
May-ling wore jean Bermuda knee shorts and a blue spaghetti strapped shirt over a white tank top, but
she alwasy liked to look nice fore school. cody really didn't care too much but at least had a good sense
of style, he wore blue billa-bong shirt with blue and black basket ball shorts and blacka nd white air
walks. "hey gusy!" Hitaka said as her happy greeting, "Uh... Where's Seth?" "He's in the car, didn'tw ant
to come out." Cody answered, "Not surprised" Hitaka said while rolling her eyes then chuckled to herself.
Everyone was at the door and they all walked out of the house, the girls went into May-lings's car, a blue
volts wagon, but Temari awent with Hitaka, also with Hitaka was Gaara, Kankuro and Kiba, she had a
black '96 Chevy Impala. Cody had a black Focus ZX 3 and he had Shino, Rock-Lee,Neji and they
squished Sasuke between Rockk-lee adn neji. Seth had a silver Mitsubishi Eclipse and he fit in naruto,
Shikamaru, adn choji. They all drove off to the high school. They all unloaded and Hitaka hung out with
the boys and May-ling hung out wiht the girls nad showed them around and so did Hitkaka and the boys.
There were three girls talking two of them with an instrument case, on ebeing smaller than the other.



One girlhad short black hair and was wearing a green and pink beanie with some starts in front. She was
wearing a black long sleeved shirt wiht light pink shirt over it and jeans. The girlw ith the larger
instrument case had short aubun hair with it covering half of her face. She wore a baggy green
sweatshirt that said Lost and dark faded jeans. The girl with the smaller instrument wore a white and
orange thin striped shirt with lace at the top and at the bottom of her shirt, and she, too, wore jeans. She
had her brwonish blonde hair pulled back in two French braids that hung down to her mid-back. The girls
walked toward Hitaka and the bys when they saw her, "Hey, what's up and who are all of these guys?"
the one with the smaller instument case asked. 'Oh well these are some ... friends of ours" Coday
answered after squirming out of the crowd to see thri girls. "Oooooh, that's cool want to introduce us?"
The girl with the beanie asked. "Okay this is, Dominic(Gaara, Jesse(Kiba), Garret(Shikamaru),
Chad(Choji), Connor(Kankuro, David(Naruto), Jason(Sasuke), Danny(Neji), and Scott(Rock-lee)." Cody
addressed each one with a point, "Oh and this is Aki, Erin, and Samamntha" Hitaka said pointing to each
of the girls, Aki was the one with the beanie, and Erin had the smaller instrument and Aki had the larger
instument. The school bell rang and in a big mass they all went to their classes. Hitaka, Aki, and
Samantha had 1st period together, Geometry. Shikamaru, Neji, and Sakura had the class too. When the
teacher was done taking attendance she said the new students were to introduce themselves. 'I'm
Samantha" Sakura said sweetly. "I'm Garret" Shikamaru said lazily, "I'm Danny" Neji said while moving
some hair out of his face so he could see. "Oh. It looks like we have two Samantha's. Ver nice, very
nice." "Just call me Sam, so we don't go getting confused over who's who." Samantha said. "Great Sam
and Samantha, lets not get confused." The teacher said cheerfully. Samantha didn't know that Hitaka's
friend was also named SAmantha. Also, Hitaka had made a dreadful mistake, SAm had 3 classes with
Sakura and in 4 of her classes she had a girl also named Samantha, two of them now Sakura. She
forgot, while making htenames about Sam and gave an apologetic look to Sam who just nodded saying
it was alright. Everyone from Naruto had every class with someone they knew, whether it be thri new
friends or their already friends from naruto. Finally after the fourth perido bell rang for lunch everyone
rushed out of their classroms for the lunchline. They actually served real food, that was actually
HEALTHY for you, but it wasn't oo bad, it actually tasted good too, unike the food from elementary
school that had purple polka-dotted hot dogs and sugar water that was disguised by saying vitamin. But
when they all sat together they took an entire row in the lunch room, so they jsut decided to go outside
and eat. Everyone was introduced to eachother. Sam glared at Sakura, she didn't like her, she seemed
like a slut, and that definitely was for sure. She flirted with all of the guys that cam eup to her, and acted
all cute around them. She fin in with the popular girls just fin, all pink nad pretty, definitle pretty slutty.
Well, Sam watech narutoa nd though Sakura was cool, but wasn't her favorite character. Sonce she
learned she was actually Sakura she might changer her opinions about her, but for now they were stuck.
Sakura sat right in between Sam and Seth and started to chat with Seth and completely ignored the fact
she had stepped on Sam's lunch, not making it so she couldn't eat. Sam just got up and threw
everything away. She sighed adn decided to sit next to Hitaka with May-ling. They all chatted and the
lunch bell rang and were all out to their classes.
--------
Okay so how do you think, do you guys like the dreams? Like have the dreams like this and the rest of
the dialogue regular? Well I'll try to get the next chapter up.... eventually haha comments welcome



13 - Revealed

Here’s Chapter 13!! YAY!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Sam, Seth, Hitaka, and Kankuro had the next class together, biology. As they walked through the
crowded halls of their high school there were already rumors spreading about the new students. Hitaka
and Sam caught most of them, being girls they had to listen closely to that kind of stuff. Seth and
Kankuro just walked casually though the halls, oblivious of the rumor filled chatter in the halls. “Have
you seen that Danny guy?”
“Oh yeah! I have Biology with him.”
“Oh lucky! I don’t have any classes with him, but I’ve seen him in the halls, and he’s hot!”
“I know isn’t he?” Hitaka chuckled at over hearing their conversation and the girls just have her a look.
Another group of girls started going around saying that Danny was going out with Samantha (Sakura).
Sam shot them a look and they quickly kept their mouths shut even though it wasn’t her they were
talking about.
The biology room was typical black topped tables. Hitaka sat next to Kankuro and Seth sat next to a girl
named Melly who was a very talkative person she had blonde hair and blue eyes and was very fond of
Seth, and immediately Melly started to talk with him. He occasionally nodded, and answered her
questions. Sam sat behind Seth and across from Hitaka and Kankuro. Hitaka and Sam looked at each
other and laughed. She was a nice girl, and smart but she was associated with the “popular group” girls
at the school. Only because she would help them with homework, or something like that.
Well class had started and Sam nearly fell asleep listening to their teacher, Mr. Burly run on and on
about what we were going to do the next day. The bell rang and everyone quickly rushed out of the
room. “Well that was…” Sam didn’t continue.
“Boring!” Kankuro rang in and Hitaka giggled a bit. They all nodded they heads in agreement. “So…
Seth! How was your little chat with Melly?” Sam said while trying to stifles fits of laughter. “It looks like
you had fun. So how was Melly’s trip to the mall, hm? Are you going to go meet her there tomorrow?”
Hitaka laughed. Seth hung his head making sure his hair was more in his face so he couldn’t look at
them and just sighed.
“Troublesome.” Hitaka just laughed and patted Seth’s arm. They all split off with to their next classes
and such. Soon the day ended and everyone met up on the PE field.
“So you guys, how was your first day of school?” Aki asked the new kids.
“Oh it was alright.” Sakura said.
“Troublesome.”
“BOOORING!”
“I saw this really cute guy today…”
“There was this one girl who was really annoying…” Aki and Sam just sighed.
“Hey you guys!” Exclaimed Erin who was running towards them with her instrument slightly banging
against her legs.
“Hey Erin,” Aki said as she went up to greet the girl.
“Hey hey hey! How’z everyone doin’?” Erin asked as she went up to join the rest of the group and
setting her instrument case down. Everyone nodded motioning that their day was good.



“So…” Aki said while trying to think up of something to say.
“Awkward silence…” Erin followed.
“Hey you guys there’s something I need to tell you all, and well… How ‘bout you all come over to my
house this afternoon?” Hitaka offered.
“Sure! Love to!” Aki and Erin chimed in together and then giggled at the notion.
“Sure.” Sam agreed too. Everyone else was already going over to her house so she decided it’d be
good for everyone to know who these “new students” were. Only Sam watched Naruto along with Seth,
but other then them they no one really watched the show, so they didn’t really know what was up with
the name changing and all of that.
Hitaka and her giant herd of people drove back to her house and sat themselves in the living room. “So,
now is the hard part, you know all of these new students look a bit odd, the pink hair for instance,”
Sakura slightly shrunk in her seat. “Well the thing is… All these new people are from… a television show”
Hitaka barely grumbled out.
“Oh! That’s why they looked so familiar I didn’t really want to ask, Hitaka, because you know a person
could’ve just dyed they’re hair that pink or… Well… they could’ve all been Otaku’s and really good at
cosplaying!” Seth said in wonder.
Sam stared at them intently and after noticing they’re somewhat familiar looks she jumped and couldn’t
help but yell, “You’re all from Naruto! That’s amazing! How did you get here? Or are you guys, like
Seth said major Otaku’s and really good at cosplaying?” Sakura stepped up and nodded.
“Yes we are from… This show you call Naruto. We came here on a mission. But when trying to complete
our mission we were stuck and couldn’t go back to our village.” She stated in a matter of fact tone.
“Wait… These are the people that you talk about all the time?” Erin questioned Seth, Hitaka and Sam.
They all just nodded in response. “So how did you guys get here?” Neji then stood up and addressed
them.
“We all went through television , it was used as a portal to get us here. A very difficult jutsu was used to
get all of us here, and I don’t think that it was powerful enough or strong enough to stay in session for
that long to help get ourselves back. In conclusion, we are not able to get back to our village because we
can’t get back through the television.” He concluded. Erin nodded and quickly understood, still a bit
confused though, but anyone would be fairly confused when just hearing this information.
“So… Well do you all understand…?” Hitaka took a chance in asking.
“So this guy,” she pointed to Gaara.
“Why yes it is,” Hitaka responded, “why do you ask?
“So this is the guy you’re always ranting about!” She exclaimed in pure giddiness. Hitaka couldn’t help
but blush since Gaara was right there.
“Can’t we talk about this some other time?” Hitaka exclaimed while slightly blushing.
“Oh come on, now I want to know what this girl is talking about.” Gaara gestured to Aki out of
fascination .
“Oh it’s nothing!” Hitaka tried to cover up, “So… you guys I think we should all do our homework and--”
“So Aki what’s this about Hitaka ranting about Gaara…?” Cody interrupted .
“Yeah well all of the time she just has a tendency to rant non-stop about Gaara. Gaara this. Gaara, that.
It’s actually really funny to listen to. Yeah he has this really awesome attack that just goes … yeah see
what I’m saying?” Aki couldn’t help but giggle and Hitaka couldn’t help herself from blushing deeply in
front of Gaara. All Gaara did was chuckle slightly and then stood up and left the room into Hitaka’s.
“Yeah… We should show you guys what it is that you need to know what to do about your homework!”
Hitaka suggested.
“Wow I’ve never heard you so enthusiastic about your homework!” Cody jabbed.
“Well it’s never too late to start!” Hitaka said while skipping into her room.



“Wow… I really never have heard Hitaka so enthusiastic about her homework,” Cody paused thinking
about what could possibly have caused this sudden enthusiasm in homework, “I think she’s sick.” he
concluded.
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